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Shirt/jeans/fur jacket outfit

Gianfranco Ferré

Ready-to-wear

Fall-Winter

2006-07

Jacket: GIANFRANCO FERRE, Season 
2006/5 / Mod. OW4W15 / Fab-Col 
65470/A706 / Composition 100% VS
Shirt: GIANFRANCO FERRE,
Season 2006/5 / Mod. OW7602
/ Fab-Col 52039/A001 / Composition
100% CO
Pants: Season 2006/5 /

Dark blue dyed sheared mink, dark blue dyed broadtail, dark blue dyed mink (Mondialpelli, Milano), dark blue heavy silk 
satin, dark blue satin, dark blue wool melton, dark blue fancyweave fabric in diamond/F pattern, white taffeta lining with 
black & beige stripes, purple satin, dark blue velvet, white cotton poplin, little mother-of-pearl buttons with the name 
GIANFRANCO FERRE, black satin, blue denim, metal button saying FERRE jeans boutique
Cordonette passementerie with black/blue glass bead embroidery (beads in different sizes), thread-covered drop pendants 
decorated with glass beads and cordonette, cordonette pendants interlaced with glass beads, silk cordonette tassels, globe 
buttons covered with black cordonette, jets, black cloth, jet-studded globe buttons, set black faux gemstones, black faux 
gems

Topstitching, cordonette passementerie (Nuova Cairati, Milano), hand embroidery of beads on cordonette passementerie, 
hand embroidery of jets and faux gems on sheer cloth with passementerie-motif cutouts (Fara, India).

Singlebreasted jacket, no fastening, in seven cuts. High collar, raglan shoulders, long pagoda sleeves. The two front bottom
hems form a point, while the mid back has a diamond shape for a snugger and shapelier fit. Various materials, lavish decors:
sheared mink in combination with fabric and other furs, wool melton for the back, broadtail border on one front parementure
and thickly stitched satin on the other, distinct broadtail and mink edging, broadtail collar with mink trim. In particular, from
elbows on down, sleeves have a topstitched satin band, jet-embroidered cordonette passementerie, a broadtail band plus a 
wide mink border. A strip of dark blue velvet covers sleeve and shoulder seams. Ornating the mid back and two front 
sections is jet-embroidered cordonette passementerie with drop pendants and long tassels.
The jacket also has different linings: purple satin (front), dark blue satin and fancyweave fabric in same color (back), stripe 
taffeta (sleeves).
Slim mannish white poplin shirt fitted at the waist. Front buttoning, long round sleeves with turned-up wingtip cuff. Two 
pleats near sides of collar make for a fuller fit in front.
Skinny calf-length jeans low slung on hips. With black satin basque cut to form a decorative motif on pockets and at mid 
back. Richly enhancing the same parts of the pants (mid back and upper front thighs) are jet-embroidered cutout appliqués 
complete with other forms of ornament: jet-studded globe buttons, faux gemstones in quadrangular multi facet, drop and 
navette cuts.
On the back right pocket there’s a metal label saying: GIANFRANCO FERRE jeans boutique.

This is an outfit where the totally today appeal of blue jeans meets the strong influence of an 1880s revival. The jacket’s 
close resemblance to the period’s elegant “visite” model (visiting dress/toilette de visite) suggests that Ferré drew inspiration
for this design by studying a genuine vintage item. The use of fur intarsia trims and jet/passementerie decors serves equally
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in capturing a late 19th century fashion flair.
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